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Abstract
The last year has seen astonishing progress in text-prompted
image generation premised on the idea of a cross-modal repre-
sentation space in which the text and image domains are rep-
resented jointly. In ASR, this idea has found application as
joint speech-text encoders that can scale to the capacities of
very large parameter models by being trained on both unpaired
speech and text. While these methods show promise, they have
required special treatment of the sequence-length mismatch in-
herent in speech and text, either by up-sampling heuristics or
an explicit alignment model. In this work, we offer evidence
that joint speech-text encoders naturally achieve consistent rep-
resentations across modalities by disregarding sequence length,
and argue that consistency losses could forgive length differ-
ences and simply assume the best alignment. We show that such
a loss improves downstream WER in both a large-parameter
monolingual and multilingual system.

1. Introduction
The power of very large models trained on vast unsupervised
corpora in a single modality has become increasingly clear. This
has been demonstrated in the text domain where language mod-
els have achieved unprecedented zero-shot capabilities [1, 2], as
well as in the audio domain, in which a single model has been
shown to be adaptable to a surprisingly wide array of acoustic
tasks [3, 4]. These successes have given rise to the question of
how to apply these methods for problems involving two modali-
ties, which historically have depended on manually paired data.

One very promising solution to this problem is to train a
large encoder on both modalities, such that either modality may
be provided as an unpaired example, but which learns to map
paired examples to similar points in representation space. In the
image/text domain, such a representation has proved achievable
and capable of attaining state-of-the-art performance on many
image and text comprehension tasks in a single model [5, 6].

In the audio/text domain, joint speech and text models have
been utilized for a wide range of tasks [7, 8, 9]. In speech recog-
nition, the past few years has seen a trend toward models with
a joint speech and text encoder to allow pretraining on unpaired
speech and text data [10, 11, 12, 13]. However, speech recog-
nition presents the particular challenge of two sequence modal-
ities, one of which (speech) is typically represented by a much
longer sequence than the other (text). This complicates the task
of representing both modalities in the same embedding space,
since we cannot make a direct, frame-wise comparison of an
encoder’s speech representation to its text representation.

This complication has largely been handled either by up-
sampling or an explicit alignment model. Fixed upsampling of
the text inputs has been applied successfully for ASR in [13]

and SLU in [14], proving that an approximate alignment is suf-
ficient for learning a joint representation. On the other hand,
[15] addresses the problem with a separately-trained alignment
model that aims for perfect alignment. In [12], it’s shown that
such an alignment model permits the use of “consistency” reg-
ularization in which the encoder’s outputs on corresponding
speech and text are compared frame-wise and pushed together
in representation space. [12] goes on to show that “consistency”
regularization yields a more closely joined representation space
leading to better WER.

Consistency regularization itself follows naturally from the
literature on generative models. Systems like autoencoders ap-
plied to augmented data (e.g. [16]) explicitly push representa-
tions of matched examples together, while contrastive systems
like [17] do the same implicitly. The success of the same idea
in speech using an explicit alignment begs the question of if
the same can be done with an implicit alignmentment; that is,
without knowing the particular alignment between speech and
text.

In this paper, we ask if consistency regularization may be
applied using the implicit alignments learned in upsampling
systems like [13] to achieve the performance improvements
seen with the explicit alignments in [12]. To this end, we de-
velop an algorithm inspired by dynamic time warping [18] that
finds the best possible alignment between an encoder’s repre-
sentation of a paired speech and text example. We measure
the quality of this best alignment in a system without an ex-
plicit alignment model and show that that it is not only learned
during training but in fact improves at deeper layers of the net-
work. Inspired by the improvements shown in [15] and [12],
we then show that by changing the criteria of the consistency
regularization to encourage consistency under some alignment,
instead of a direct frame-wise comparison, we can achieve ro-
bust WER improvements against strong, semi-supervised base-
lines in both a monolingual and multilingual setting, all without
any learned alignment model. Our results suggest that enforc-
ing consistency in cross-modal representations can be done by
simply forgiving misalignment.

The rest of this paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 spec-
ifies our setup for joint speech/text modeling and consistency
regularization, and the details of our best-alignment algorithm.
Section 3 specifies details of our data and training. Section 4
presents our analysis of the best alignment in an unregularized
model and the results of optimizing that alignment with our con-
sistency loss. We conclude in Section 5.

2. Methods
In this section we present our setup for semi-supervised ASR
by joint speech/text modeling, for which we mostly follow [13].
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We then present our proposed best-alignment algorithm and de-
fine a corresponding consistency loss inspired by [15].

2.1. Model Architecture

Figure 1 gives our model architecture. Essentially, we perform
supervised ASR with streaming and non-streaming decoders,
where the encoder is split into “audio-only”/“text-only” and
“shared” components to permit text injection. The simultaneous
ASR and text-injection tasks give rise to a joint representation
in the shared encoder. Specifically, given a corpus of supervised
examples (x, y) ∈ S and an unpaired text corpus y ∈ U , our
model contains the following components:
• Ea: The audio encoder, which embeds audio features x.
• Et: The text encoder, which embeds text features y.
• Estream

s : The shared streaming encoder, which may consume
either Ea(x) or Et(y) and maps them to a joint representa-
tion. Since this encoder is “streaming”, it only receives past
acoustic frames.

• Efull-context
s : The full-context encoder, which consumes the

outputs ofEstream
s and which is given forward acoustic frames.

• Dstream: The streaming decoder, which consumes the outputs
of Estream

s and emits streaming ASR hypothesis.
• Enon-streaming

s : The non-streaming decoder, which consumes
the outputs of Efull-context

s and emits non-streaming ASR hy-
pothesis.

Our model is trained simultaneously on two tasks: ASR,
and masked text reconstruction. For ASR, audio is passed into
audio encoder, and hypothesis are compared against ground
truth text with the conventional cross-entropy loss. Masked text
reconstruction makes use of unpaired text data. A mask (15%
of the transcript) is applied to a phonemic representation of text,
which is then passed into the text encoder. The hypothesis is
compared to the masked portion of the input again with a cross-
entropy loss.

Figure 1: Our architecture for semi-supervised ASR, adapted
from [13] and [12].

2.2. Consistency Loss

Consider a paired example (x, y), where x = (x0, ..., xn) are
speech inputs and y = (y0, ..., ym) are text inputs and where
n > m. Let us define the shared representations of audio and
text as

Ra = Es(Ea(x)) Rt = Es(Et(y))

where Es can represent either the application of only
Estream

s (for a streaming representation) of Estream
s followed by

Enon-streaming
s (for a non-streaming representation). A “con-

sistency loss”, as developed in [15] and [12], is some loss

Lconsistency(Ra, Rt) that measures the similarity of the two rep-
resentations.

Since the audio x and the text y are sequences of differ-
ent lengths, we require some notion of an alignment to define a
meaningful consistency loss. By alignment, we mean a specific
up-sampling of y such that each audio frame x[i] will corre-
spond to some text frame y[j]. With this in mind, we define
an alignment A = (a0, a1, ..., an) as a list of indexes into y,
such that for any audio frame i, x[i] corresponds to y[ai] in the
alignment. We will also add the constraint that ai ≤ ai+1 for
all i. That is, we constrainA to be monotonically increasing, so
that so that sequential audio frames may not correspond to text
backwards.

This formulation is one of many conceivable ways to define
an “alignment” and we’ve chosen it for the practicality it of-
fers in efficiently computing the best alignment (see Section 2.3
below). We note that in this formulation, each audio frame is
considered exactly once, while each text frame can be repeated
or skipped over entirely.

With this definition in mind, we define the consistency loss
for a given alignment as

Lconsistency
A (Ra, Rt) =

n∑

x=0

Lframe(Ra[x], Rt[A[x]])
n

where Lframe is some frame-wise similarity measure (in this
work, we use L2). That is, Lconsistency

A (Ra, Rt) gives the average
frame-wise similarity between Ra and the specific up-sampling
of Rt given by A.

The setups in [15] and [12] use such a consistency loss suc-
cessfully, takingA from a neural alignment model. We propose,
as an alternative, to optimize the consistency over the best pos-
sible alignment:

Lconsistency(Ra, Rt) = min
A
Lconsistency
A (Ra, Rt)

In order to train with such a loss, we require an efficient
algorithm to compute the best alignment.

2.3. Computing the Best Alignment

Dynamic time warping [18] relies on an inductive rule in order
to define a recursive algorithm to match two sequences based
on a cost function. We do the same, specifying the cost:

C(i, j) = min
A
Lconsistency(Ra[: i], Rt[: j])

That is, the cost C(i, j) gives the consistency loss under the
best alignment between the prefix of the audio representation
up to the index i and the prefix of the text representation up to
the index j. We may then specify a inductive rule:

C(i, j) = min
k≤j

[
C(i, k − 1) + Lframe(Ra[i], Rt[k])

]

That is, the best alignment for the prefixes Ra[: i] and Rt[:
j] aligns the previous i− 1 audio frames to some shorter prefix
Rt[: k], and then appends to it the specific alignment of Ra[i]
to Rt[k].

We may back out the indexes of the best alignment from this
computation. This rule gives rise to a dynamic programming
algorithm for finding the best alignment in O(nm2) time and
memory.
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We note that the minimization across all alignments pre-
cludes differentiation of the alignment-finding. Instead, we
compute the best alignment during forward-propagation, and
then differentiate Lframe as applied to the aligned frames. That
is, we use the pass-through approximation of the gradient:

∂Lconsistency(Ra, Rt)

∂θ
≈ ∂Lconsistency

A∗ (Ra, Rt)

∂θ

where

A∗ = argmin
A
Lconsistency
A (Ra, Rt)

3. Experiments
In this section, we provide details of our model settings and
data.

3.1. Model Settings

We specify component’s parameterizations according to the list
in Section 2.1:
• Ea: The audio encoder consists of a single conformer [19]

layer with 8 attention heads and dimension 2048. The audio
encoder consumes 128 dimensional log-mels spanning 32ms
each and spaced apart by 10ms. We then stack each frame
with the frame before it and the two frames after it to yield
512 dimensional representations. Finally, we subsample by
taking each third frame, yielding a final frame rate of 30ms.

• Et: The text encoder consists of a embedding projection fol-
lowed by a conformer layer. As in [13], we find it necessary
to supply the text encoder with phonemic representations of
text transcripts. We then continue to follow [13] by repeating
each phoneme twice as an alignment heuristic.

• Estream
s : The shared streaming encoder consists of five con-

former layers, with layer-norm applied at the end.
• Efull-context

s : The full-context shared encoder consists of nine
additional conformer layers, with layer-norm applied at the
end.

• Dstream: The streaming decoder is a HAT decoder [20] in
which both the prediction and joint layers have dimension
640.

• Enon-streaming
s : The non-streaming decoder, is identical to the

streaming decoder.
Together, our model contains about 165M parameters.

Training is done in two phases. First, the audio encoder, joint
encoders, and decoders are all trained on paired data for 800k
steps with a batch size of 2048. The text encoder is then added
and the model is further trained with equally weighted super-
vised and unsupervised loss as described in Section 2.1, with
the best alignment loss from Section 2.3 optionally included.
The model trains in this manner for 100k further steps with a
batch size of 2048 for both the supervised and unsupervised
data.

All models are implemented in Tensorflow, with the best
alignment algorithm itself implemented as a CPU kernel. We
find that the addition of the best alignment computation does
not significantly increase training time over the baseline model.

3.2. Datasets

Text-injection methods in ASR have historically been applied
in two broad settings. Strong baselines are often fine-tuned

with very large text corpora to improve performance on diffi-
cult words. Alternatively, text-injection may be used for models
trained on limited supervised data may be used to improve the
internal language model and get closer to a viable system. With
these two settings in mind, we study the best alignment loss in
two setups:
• A large English corpus consisting of about 200k hours of su-

pervised speech, together with an unsupervised text dataset
of about 200B examples.
We report results for a Main test set derived from the same
distribution as the training examples, and a Noisy test set of
especially noisy examples.

• A multilingual corpus consisting of the following eleven lan-
guages: English (En), French (Fr), Spanish (Sp), Arabic
(Ar), Portuguese (Po), German (De), Russian (Ru), Hindi
(Hi), Italian(It), Mandarin, and Japanese.
This setting involves no unsupervised text, with the MLM
objective applied instead to the supervised transcripts. The
dataset consists of about 140M paired examples.
Bolded abbreviations are given above for languages for
which we are able to report WER in 1. For simplicity with
the large number of test sets, we report only non-streaming
WER from this model.

All datasets are anonymized and human transcribed.

4. Results
In this section, we seek to demonstrate that even without con-
sistency regularization, our model learns an alignment between
paired speech and text examples. We then seek to show that op-
timizing this alignment with our proposed best-alignment con-
sistency regularization improves WER.

4.1. Best-Alignment in an Unregularized Model

For this analysis, we use our baseline model from the monolin-
gual setup as described in Section 3.1. Our objective is to mea-
sure Lconsistency on a small set of random development examples
for Rs and Rt taken at each of the first five conformer layers
of the streaming joint encoder. We interpret a lower value for
Lconsistency as reflecting a stronger implicit alignment between
speech and text.

For each layer l we sample 2000 random pairs of audio and
text embeddings and compute the mean µl and standard devia-
tion σ2

l of the distribution of distances between pairs. We then
compare two alignments: the naive frame-wise alignment and
our computed best alignment. For each of these alignments A,
we report:

µl −
Lconsistency
A (Rs, Rt)

σ2
l

That is, we report the consistency in terms of the number
standard deviations away from the mean, such that a result of 0
suggests that the alignment is no better than random and a result
below 0 suggests that the alignment is stronger than random.

Table 2 presents these measurements. We see that while
the consistency of the frame-wise alignment is close to that of
the random alignment, the best alignment is considerably better
than random. Furthermore, the quality of the best alignment
improves steadily as we progress deeper into the model. That
is, while text and speech are not modeled jointly at the frame
level, there is some alignment for which paired speech and text
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En Fr Sp Ar Po De Ru Hi It

M 0 9.1 10.6 6.4 12.6 7.9 14.8 13.0 19.7 10.3
M 10 8.5 10.4 5.8 11.8 7.7 13.4 12.5 19.4 9.8
M 1 8.5 10.5 6.1 11.9 8.1 13.9 12.7 19.3 10.0

M 0.1 8.6 10.3 6.2 12.1 8.0 13.9 12.9 19.5 9.9
M 0.01 8.8 10.5 6.3 12.2 7.9 14.0 13.0 19.6 10.3

Table 1: Evaluation Results for the Multilingual Setting.

Table 2: Consistency of the linear and best alignments at layers
of the shared encoder.

Layer Frame-wise Alignment Best Alignment

1 -0.06 -1.47
2 -0.23 -2.15
3 -0.29 -2.61
4 -0.37 -2.67
5 -0.49 -3.06

are mapped to similar points in the embedding space, and this
alignment improves with the depth of the network.

To illustrate the presence of this alignment, we visualize
the relationship between shared encoder’s final representations
of the speech and text from a single test example. Figure 2a
plots the distance between each pair of frames in the embed-
dings, and demonstrates that is indeed a single alignment with
low distance. Figure 2b shows how the best alignment algo-
rithm recovers this trajectory.

Main Noisy

E 0 5.40 8.75
E 10 5.37 8.70
E 1 5.35 8.42

E 0.1 5.27 8.77
E 0.01 5.32 8.54

(a) Non-Streaming

Main Noisy

E 0 7.99 13.33
E 10 8.21 13.08
E 1 8.07 13.00

E 0.1 7.90 12.63
E 0.01 7.94 12.74

(b) Streaming

Table 3: Evaluation Results for the English-Only Setting.

4.2. Consistency Regularization Results

We present results for the best-alignment loss at different inter-
polation weights and for both of the settings specified in Section
3.2. For ease of reading, we specify each experiment by a let-
ter and a number. The letter is either E for the English-only
setting of M for the multilingual setting. The number is the
interpolation weight of the best-alignment loss as a percentage.
For example, E 0 is the baseline English-only model with un-
regularized semisupervised finetuning, while M 0.1 is a mul-
tilingual model with the best alignment loss interpolated during
finetuning at 0.1 percent.

Table 3 gives our results in the high-resource, English-only
setting. There, we see small but consistent WER improvements
with the best-alignment loss, although we note the necessity of
selecting the correct interpolation weight. Table 1 gives our
results in the multilingual setting, where we see larger improve-

(a) Distances

(b) Best Alignment

Figure 2: Visualizations of embedding distances (a) and the
best alignment (b) between an audio embedding on the hori-
zontal axis and the corresponding text embedding on the ver-
tical axis. Darker points in (a) represent pairs of audio and
text frames with nearby embeddings, and yellow points in (b)
represent pairs in the recovered best alignment.

ments. We believe that the strength of the method in the multi-
lingual setting is due to the increased difficulty of the problem
and the smaller dataset leaving more room for the model to im-
prove.

5. Conclusions

We’ve shown that a semi-supervised speech/text encoder learns
a joint representation of the two modalities that can observed
by choosing the best alignment. We’ve exploited that fact to
enforce domain consistency with an extra loss term which opti-
mizes the modality match for the best alignment. We show con-
sistent improvements over an unregularized joint model across
multiple setups without adding any parameters.
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